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Nonanomalous horizontal U„1…H gauge model of flavor
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A nonanomalous horizontal U(1)H gauge symmetry can be responsible for the fermion mass hierarchies of
the minimal supersymmetric standard model. Imposing the consistency conditions for the absence of gauge
anomalies yields the following results:~i! unification of leptons and down-type quark Yukawa couplings is
allowed at most for two generations;~ii ! the m term is necessarily somewhat below the supersymmetry
breaking scale;~iii ! the determinant of the quark mass matrix vanishes, and there is no strongCP problem;~iv!
the superpotential has accidentalB andL symmetries. The predictionmup50 allows for an unambiguous test
of the model at low energy.

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Hv, 11.30.Fs, 12.15.Ff, 12.60.Jv
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One of the most successful ideas in modern particle ph
ics is that of local gauge symmetries. A huge amount of d
is explained in terms of the standard model~SM! gauge
group GSM5SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y . Identifying this
symmetry required a lot of experimental and theoretical
fort, since SU(2)L3U(1)Y is hidden and color is confined
Today we understand particle interactions but we do
have any deep understanding of other elementary par
properties, such as fermion masses and mixing angles.
SM can only accommodate but not explain these data.
other puzzle is whyCP is preserved by strong interactions
an accuracy,1029. One solution is to postulate that on
quark is massless, but within the SM there are no good
tifications for this. Adding supersymmetry does not provi
us with any better understanding of these issues. In cont
it adds new problems. A bilinear coupling for the down-ty
and up-type Higgs superfieldsmfdfu is allowed both by
supersymmetry and by the gauge symmetry. However, p
nomenology requires thatm should be close to the sca
where these symmetries are broken. With supersymme
several operators that violate baryon~B! and lepton~L! num-
bers can appear. However, none of the effects expected
these operators has ever been observed. Since a few of
can induce fast proton decay, they must be very suppre
or absent.

Relying on the gauge principle, in this paper we attem
to gain insight into these problems. We extend minima
GSM with a nonanomalous horizontal Abelian U(1)H factor.
An unambiguous prediction of the nonanomalousU(1)H is a
massless up quark. This represents the crucial low en
test of our framework. Shall future lattice computations ru
out mup50 @1#, the whole idea will have to be abandoned

To explain the fermion mass pattern we follow the a
proach originally suggested by Froggatt and Nielsen~FN!
@2#. U(1)H forbids most of the fermion Yukawa coupling
The symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum
pectation value~VEV! of a SM singlet fieldS, giving rise to
a set of effective operators that couple the SM fermions
the electroweak Higgs field. The hierarchy of fermio
masses results from the dimensional hierarchy among
various higher order operators. This idea was recently rec
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sidered by several groups, both in the context of supers
metry@3# and with a gauged U(1)H @4–7#. It was argued that
consistency with phenomenology implies that U(1)H must
be anomalous, and thus only the anomalous case was stu
in detail.

Our theoretical framework is defined by the following a
sumptions:~1! Supersymmetry and the gauge groupGSM
3U(1)H . ~2! U(1)H is broken only by the VEV of a fieldS
with horizontal charge21.1 S is a SM singlet and is chira
under U(1)H . ~3! The ratio between the VEV̂S& and the
mass scaleM of the FN fields is of the order of the Cabibb
angle l.^S&/M;0.2. ~4! The only fields chiral under
U(1)H and charged underGSM are the minimal supersym
metric SM supermultiplets.~5! The lepton and down-type
quark mass matricesMl and Md satisfy detMl<detMd ~of
course this last assumption is an experimental fact!.

In the following we will use the same symbol to denote
field and its horizontal charge. Upon U(1)H breaking, the
Yukawa couplingsYu, Yd, andYl of the up-type and down-
type quarks and of the leptons are generated. They satisfy
following relations:

Yi j
u 5H Ai j

u lQi1uj 1fu if Qi1uj1fu>0,

0 if Qi1uj1fu,0,
~1!

and similar ones forYd andYl . The zero entries arise from
holomorphy, whileAi j

u are numerical coefficients of orderl0

that we will often leave understood. Let us introduce t
following combinations of charges:

nu5(
i

~Qi1ui !, nd5(
i

~Qi1di !, nQ5(
i

Qi ,

nl5(
i

~Li1 l i !, nf5fu1fd , nL5(
i

L i . ~2!

1We assume that a tree level Fayet-IliopoulusD-term triggers the
breaking of U(1)H while preserving supersymmetry.
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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After electroweak symmetry breaking, the Yukawa co
plings ~1! give rise to the fermion mass matricesMu, Md,
andMl . In the absence of vanishing eigenvalues their de
minants read

detMu5^fu&
3lnu13fu detAu, ~3!

detMd5^fd&
3lnd13fd detAd, ~4!

detMl5^fd&
3lnl13fd detAl . ~5!

Since all the entries inAu,d,l are of orderl0, detAu,d,l is of
order 1. Then the size of the determinants~3!–~5! is fixed by
the horizontal charges and by the ratio of the Higgs doub
VEVs tanb5^fu&/^fd&.

The SM Yukawa operators are invariant under a set
global U~1! symmetries:B, L, hypercharge (Y), and a sym-
metry X with chargesX(d)5X( l )52X(fd) and X50 for
all the other fields. Therefore, shifts of the horizontal char
proportional toL, B, Y, andX do not affect the fermion mas
matrices. In the following, we will denote as equivalent tw
sets of charges that can be transformed one into the othe
means of shifts of this kind. Note that the superpotential te
mfufd ~the m term! is not invariant underX, and hence it
can be different for two equivalent sets. Experimental e
dences for nonvanishing neutrino mixings@8# imply that
shifts proportional to individual lepton flavor numbersLa
(a5e,m,t) transform between phenomenologically no
equivalent set of charges. In fact, while these shifts do
affect the charged lepton masses, they still produce diffe
patterns of neutrino mixings. In our analysis we will wo
with the following linear combinations of generators:X, B,
B-L, Lt-Lm , Lm-Le , andY.

SinceGSM3U(1)H is a local symmetry, it is mandator
to study the~field theory! consistency conditions for cance
lation of the gauge anomalies. The mixed SU(n)23U(1)H
anomalies, quadratic in SU(n)5SU(3)C , SU(2)L , U(1)Y
and linear in the horizontal charges, can be expresse
terms of the coefficients

C35nu1nd ,

C25nf1~3nQ1nL!, ~6!

C15nf1 8
3 nu1 2

3 nd12nl2~3nQ1nL!.

The coefficient of the mixed U(1)Y3U(1)H
2 anomaly qua-

dratic in the horizontal charges reads

C(2)5fu
22fd

21(
i

@Qi
222ui

21di
22Li

21 l i
2#. ~7!

The pure U(1)H
3 and the mixed gravitational anomalies c

always be canceled by adding SM singlet fields with suita
charges, and we assume they vanish. If theCn’s in Eq. ~6! do
not vanish, the Green-Schwarz~GS! mechanism@9# can be
invoked to remove the anomalies by means of a U(1H
gauge shift of an axion fieldh(x)→h(x)2j(x)dGS. The
consistency conditions for this cancellation read@10#
01600
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C1 /k15C25C35dGS, ~8!

where the Kac-Moody levels of the SU(2)L and SU(3)C
gauge groups have been assumed to be unity and, sinc
are not postulating any grand unified theory~GUT! symme-
try, the U(1)Y normalization factork1 is arbitrary. Then the
weak mixing angle~at some large scaleL) is given by
tan2uW5g82/g251/k1. Using Eq.~6!, conditions~8! trans-
late into

2~nf2nd1nl !5~k12 5
3 !dGS. ~9!

Now, one can assume that the gauge couplings unify for
canonical value tan2uW53/5 @7#. Then nf5nd2nl is ob-
tained. Alternatively, one can assume that for some reas
the left-hand side in Eq.~9! vanishes, and thus predict ca
nonical gauge couplings unification@5#. However, in the ab-
sence of a GUT symmetry the valuek155/3 is not compel-
ling. Other values ofk1 can be in reasonable agreement w
unification at scalesLÞLGUT @10#, so thatnf and nd2nl
are not necessarily related in any simple way. For a no
nomalous U(1)H , Eqs.~8! and~9! still hold with dGS50, so
that the interplay with gauge couplings unification is lo
However,nf5nd2nl now follows as an unavoidable con
sistency condition, giving a first constraint on the permitt
horizontal charges.

Let us now study the symmetry properties of the coe
cients ~6!. Since for each SU(2)L multiplet Tr@T3YH#
5YHTr@T3#50, the mixed electromagnetic-U(1)H anomaly
can be expressed in terms ofC1 and C2 as CQ5 1

2 (C1
1C2). Being SU(3)C3U(1)Q vectorlike, it is free ofB and
L anomalies, and thenC3 and CQ must be invariant unde
shifts of the horizontal charges proportional toB and L.
Clearly, the same is not true forC1 andC2 separately. How-
ever, the SM is free ofB-L anomalies, and thusC1 andC2
are invariant under the corresponding shift. AlsoLt-Lm and
Lm-Le have vanishing anomalies withGSM , so they identify
two more possible shifts that leave invariant theCn’s. In the
following we state the consistency conditions for cance
tion of theGSM3U(1)H gauge anomalies.

A set of horizontal charges$H% is equivalent to a second
set $H9% for which the coefficientsCn9 of the mixed linear
anomalies vanish, if and only if the mixed U(1)Q

2 -U(1)H and
SU(3)C

2 -U(1)H anomaly coefficients are equal:

CQ2C350⇔C195C295C3950. ~10!

Moreover, if for $H9% the charge of them term nf9 is differ-

ent from zero, the coefficient of the quadratic anomalyC̃(2)

can always be set to zero:

nf9 Þ0⇒C̃(2)50. ~11!

@As it stands, this condition is sufficient but not necessa
However, if all the neutrinos are mixed at a measurable le
~11! turns out to be necessary@11#. In the following we take
nfÞ0 in the strong sense.#
2-2
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To prove this, let us assume that for the initial set$H%
CnÞ0. Then we start by shifting the charges proportiona
to theX quantum numbers.H→H1(a/3)X yields

Cn→Cn85Cn1ana, ~12!

with a351, a2521/3, and a1517/3. We fix a5
2C3 /a3 so that C3850. Note that the combination (C1

1C2)/(a11a2)2C3 /a35CQ2C3 besides beingB and L
invariant, is alsoX invariant by construction. Now a shif
proportional toB can be used to setC2950. SinceC3 is B
invariant,C395C3850. The sumC181C28 is alsoB invariant
and thusC195C181C2852CQ8 . However, by assumptionCQ8
5C38(50) and then the set$H9% has vanishing mixed linea
anomalies. Now, in order to cancel the quadratic anom
while keeping vanishingCn9 , we can use any of the SM
anomaly free symmetriesB-L, Lt-Lm , Lm-Le @that in gen-
eral will have nonvanishing mixed anomalies with U(1)H#.
SinceLt-Lm andLm-Le transform between nonequivalent s
of charges, we keep this freedom to account for two neutr
mixings ~the third one results as a prediction! and we use
B-L. Under the charge redefinitionH→H1b(B-L)

C(2)9→C̃(2)5C(2)91b@ 4
3 nu92 2

3 nd912nl9#5C(2)922bnf9 ,
~13!

where in the last step we have used the identity4
3 nu2 2

3 nd

12nl5C11C22 4
3 C322nf and the vanishing of theCn9 . If,

as we have assumed,nf9 Þ0, we can always setC̃(2)50 by

choosing b5C(2)9/(2nf9 ). The constraint derived here i
again stronger than in the anomalous case:C(2) cannot be
canceled with the GS mechanism, and one has to redefin
charges so that it vanishes identically. Assumingk15 5

3 , the
GS consistency conditions~8! yield C11C22 4

3 C35 4
3 C3

Þ0 and thenC(2)50 does not constrain the charges in a
useful way.

A set of horizontal charges$H% for which Cn5C(2)50
identifies a one parameter family of anomaly free char
generated by shifts proportional to hypercharge:H→H
1yY. For theCn’s this is trivial due to the vanishing of th
SM anomalies Tr@SU(n)2Y#50. For C(2) we have
Tr@YH2#→Tr@Y(H1Y)2#52C150.

This property can be useful for model building: if th
charges of thei th family satisfy Li2di5ui2Qi5Qi2 l i ,
then it is possible to arrange the corresponding fermions
5̄110 representations of SU~5!. Alternatively we can choose
to fix, e.g.,fd5fu5nf/2.

In summary, imposing cancellation of theGSM3U(1)H
gauge anomalies results in the following constraints on
fermions charges

nfÞ0, nf5nd2nl. lnl

detMd

detMl , ~14!

where the last relation follows from Eqs.~4! and ~5!. Since
ndÞnl we conclude that~i! Yukawa coupling unification is
permitted at most for two families. Together with assumpt
5, we also obtainnf,0 so that~ii ! the superpotentialm term
01600
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is forbidden by holomorphy and vanishes in the supersy
metric limit. Let us confront these results with phenomen
ogy. To a good approximation the mass ratiosme /mm;l3 or
l4, mm /mt;l2, md /ms;l2 andms /mb;l2 are renormal-
ization group invariant. Then, since Yukawa coupling un
cation works remarkably well for the third family
detMl /detMd;l or l2, and the allowed values ofnf are
21 or 22. Then am term arising from the~nonholomor-
phic! Kähler potential@12# will have a value somewhat be
low the supersymmetry breaking scalem3/2:

m;l unfum3/2 with nf521 or 22. ~15!

As we have explicitly shown, the anomaly cancellation co
dition CQ2C350 ~10! is Y, B, L, and X invariant ~as it
should be!, and hence it shares the same invariance of
Yukawa couplings. Therefore, any product of the determ
nants~3!–~5! for which the overall horizontal charge can b
recasted just in terms of theCn’s must depend precisely o
this combination. Such a relation was first found in@7#.
Given that CQ2C35nl2

2
3 nd1 1

3 nu1nf we can write it
down at once:

S detMl

^fd&
3 D S detMd

^fd&
3 D 22/3S detMu

^fu&
3 D 1/3

.lCQ2C3. ~16!

Let us confront this relation with phenomenology. Anoma
cancellation implies that the right-hand side is unity, wh
the left-hand side is bounded by an upper limit of ord
@(detMd/^fd&

3)(detMu/^fu&
3)#1/3!1 @7#. This inconsis-

tency ~or similar ones! led several authors to conclude th
U(1)H must be anomalous@4–7#. However, Eq.~16! is
meaningful only under the assumption that none of the
terminants vanishes, and since low energy phenomenolog
still compatible with a massless up quark@1,13# ~see, how-
ever, @14#!, this might not be the case. In the following w
prove that insisting on the vanishing of the gauge anoma
yields mup50 as a prediction.

We start by noticing that if the determinant of the matr
Ui j ;lQi1uj 1fu has an overall negative chargehU[nu
13fu; logl detU,0, thenMu has vanishing eigenvalues
This is because detU consists of the sum of six terms of th
form ln1

•ln2
•ln3 wheren11n21n35hU,0. Then at least

one of theni must be negative, corresponding to a holom
phic zero in the mass matrix. Hence each one of the six te
vanishes.

Now, if U(1)H is anomaly free and assumption 5 holds,
is easy to see that~iii ! the determinant of the six quark mas
matrix Mq vanishes:

nl>nd

Cn5C(2)50J ⇒detMq50. ~17!

In fact adding and subtracting 3nf to C350 yields

hU1hD53nf,0. ~18!

Then at least one of the twoh must be negative, and th
corresponding determinant vanishes. Of course, on phen
2-3
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enological grounds, a massless up quark is the only via
possibility @1,13#. Using the d-quark mass ratios given
above, assumingmb /mt;l3 ~as is preferred at large scales!,
and choosingnf521, we obtain

hU.2923loglS mb

mt
tanb D , ~19!

that ranges between29 and218 for tanb betweenmt /mb
and 1. Because of the constraints from holomorphy,hU,0
results in an accidental U(1)u symmetry acting on the
SU(2)L singlet up quark:u1→eiau1. Then the QCDCP

violating parameterū[u1arg detMq is no more physical,
and can be rotated away by means of a chiral transforma
of the massless quark field. However, holomorphy is a c
cial ingredient to achieve this result, and one has to ch
that after supersymmetry is broken this result is not ba
spoiled. Supergravity effects induce mixings in the kine
terms. Canonical form is recovered by means of the fi
redefinitionsQ5VQQ8 andu5Vuu8. Then the matrix of the
Yukawa couplingsYu transforms intoYu85VQTYuVu. Since
detYu50, detYu850 follows, so that kinetic terms mixing
while it can lift mass matrix holomorphic zeroes, it does n
lift vanishing eigenvalues. In general, soft supersymme
breaking terms will not respect the U(1)u symmetry, so that
a mass for the up quark can be induced radiatively. A c
servative estimate of these effect givesmup

&(as /p)l uhU24u^fu&&1026 ~10! eV @for tanb
;1,(mt /mb)# where hU24 is the charge of the up-quar
mass operator whenmc /mt;l4 is used. Following@15# we
have estimated the possible contribution to the neutron e
tric dipole moment:dn /e&10228ū, (10222ū) cm. Therefore,
for moderate values of tanb, the neutron dipole momen
remains safely below the experimental limitdn /e,6.3
310226 cm @16# even forū;1.

Gauge symmetry and supersymmetry, together with c
straints from fermion charges relations, imply that~iv! the
gy

ko

c
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superpotential has accidentalB andL symmetries. This resul
is deeply related to the solutions of them and strongCP
problems (nf,0, hU,0). The proof of~iv! requires phe-
nomenological inputs, like fermion mass ratios and Cabib
Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! mixings plus the assumption
that neutrinos mixings are sizeable. Since it is somew
lengthy, we will present it elsewhere@11#. An intuitive ~but
not rigorous! argument goes as follows: given a set of min
mal charges that fit well the fermion masses and mixings,
~shifts invariant! value ofhU ~19! implies thatC(2) in Eq. ~7!
is negative. To cancelC(2) the shift H→H1b•(B-L) is
required, whereb5C(2)/2nf is positive. All the R-parity
violating operatorsmLLfu , lLLl , l8LQd, and l9udd
have B-L521, so that under this shift their charges a
driven to negative values implying that they are not allow
in the superpotential. Of course, dimension five seesaw
erators for neutrino masses are also forbidden. However,
same mechanism that generatesm will generate~with larger
suppressions! also mLLfu terms, which induce s-neutrino
VEVs. Canonical diagonalization ofL-fd mixed kinetic
terms will produce tinyl and l8 from the Yukawa cou-
plings. Both these effects can result in small neutrino mas
@11#. However, since none of thel9 can be generated in thi
way, proton stability is not in jeopardy.

Finally, let us stress that except forhU,0 the condition
CQ2C350 does not imply other serious constraints
charge assignments, so that a suitable choice of horizo
charges can account for the observed pattern of ferm
masses and mixings. The mass matrices of popular mo
@3,6# can be easily reproduced and, apart frommup50, also
the same phenomenology@11#.
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